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Abstract

The intermolecular contact regions between monomers of the homodimeric DNA binding protein ParR and the inter-
action between the glycoproteins CD28 and CD80 were investigated using a strategy that combined chemical cross-
linking with differential MALDI-MS analyses. ParR dimers were modified in vitro with the thiol-cleavable cross-linker
3,39-dithio-bis~succinimidylproprionate! ~DTSSP!, proteolytically digested with trypsin and analyzed by MALDI-MS
peptide mapping. Comparison of the peptide maps obtained from digested cross-linked ParR dimers in the presence and
absence of a thiol reagent strongly supported a “head-to-tail” arrangement of the monomers in the dimeric complex.
Glycoprotein fusion constructs CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab were cross-linked in vitro by DTSSP, characterized by non-
reducing SDS-PAGE, digested in situ with trypsin and analyzed by MALDI-MS peptide mapping~6 thiol reagent!. The
data revealed the presence of an intermolecular cross-link between the receptor regions of the glycoprotein constructs,
as well as a number of unexpected but nonetheless specific interactions between the fusion domains of CD28-IgG and
the receptor domain of CD80-Fab. The strategy of chemical cross-linking combined with differential MALDI-MS
peptide mapping~6 thiol reagent! enabled localization of the interface region~s! of the complexes studied and clearly
demonstrates the utility of such an approach to obtain structural information on interacting noncovalent complexes.
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The formation of noncovalent complexes by macromolecules is
one of the most important molecular processes in biology~Ayed
et al., 1998!, and all biological systems are regulated by integrated
protein–protein and0or protein–DNA interactions. Such regulation

is a mandatory requirement of normal cellular activity. The pri-
mary objective in understanding the function of integrated systems
is to characterize the noncovalent interactions between individual
components at the molecular level. Established methods for study-
ing protein complexes are severely limited by the quantity of pro-
tein required for the analyses~X-ray crystallography!, limited mass
range~NMR spectroscopy!, poor specificity~ultracentrifugation!,
and low mass resolution~gel electrophoresis!. Moreover, the meth-
ods are generally time consuming and tedious. Therefore, there is
an increasing need for a rapid, specific, and sensitive method for
characterizing protein–protein interactions. The study of intact,
noncovalent protein complexes by ESI-MS has received consider-
able interest in the last decade and numerous literature is avail-
able on this topic~Loo, 1997!. More recently, “first laser shot”
MALDI-MS analyses have shown promise for investigating non-
covalent protein structures~Rosinke et al., 1995; Cohen et al.,
1997!.

In addition to studying native noncovalent complexes, it is pos-
sible to chemically intervene via the introduction of a cross-linker
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that covalently links subunits in a protein complex or interacting
protein species. Such intervention can assist in the study of higher
order protein structure and has the distinct advantage that nonco-
valently associated proteins are stabilized by the inclusion of a
cross-linker. Chemical cross-linking of noncovalent protein com-
plexes and analysis of the cross-linked species by SDS-PAGE has
long been employed in biochemistry laboratories to determine the
stoichiometry of the constituent monomers~Davies & Stark, 1970;
Jung & Moroi, 1983!. Cross-linking followed by MALDI-MS analy-
sis has more recently been utilized to determine the stoichiometry
of noncovalent protein complexes~Farmer & Caprioli, 1998; Helin
et al., 1999!, and some studies have extended this to proteolytic
digestion of the crosslinked species and subsequent identification
of the linked peptides~Artemyev et al., 1993; Ngai et al., 1994;
Haniu et al., 1995; Rossi et al., 1995; Vater et al., 1996; Yang et al.,
1996; Yu et al., 1997; Hegyi et al., 1998; Mills et al., 1998; Scaloni
et al., 1998!. One group has utilized photoactivatible thiol-cleavable
cross-linkers to covalently link a protein and an interacting pep-
tide, followed by MALDI-MS analysis of the proteolytic digest of
the cross-linked species~Kaufmann et al., 1995; Machold et al.,
1995!. To date, however, there is no report in the literature that
utilizes a thiol-cleavable cross-linker to covalently link protein
subunits or interacting molecules, and differential MALDI-MS pep-
tide mapping~6 thiol reagent! to determine the contact sites in the
noncovalent complex.

Strategy

The general strategy we have employed for cross-linking interact-
ing protein species followed by mass spectrometric peptide map-
ping is illustrated in Figure 1. The protein assembly is incubated
with the thiol-cleavable cross-linker to form a stable covalently-
linked complex. The cross-linked system is proteolytically di-
gested and analyzed by MALDI-TOF-MS. The peptide mixture of
the covalently linked protein complex is also treated with a thiol
reagent to cleave the cross-linked species and the sample re-
analyzed by MALDI-TOF-MS. Peptide maps obtained prior to and
following reduction of the thiol linker are compared. Signals that
are not observed after reduction of the linker are assigned as pu-
tative cross-linked peptides. Confirmation is obtained if one or
both halves of the cross-linked peptides are observed in the peptide
map following reduction of the thiol linker. This approach is straight-
forward for simple models, however, more complicated systems
require additional methodological steps. Under some circum-
stances, it may be necessary to reduce complex peptide mapping
data derived from interaction studies to a simpler data set prior to
interpretation. This is achieved by stepwise subtraction of MALDI-
TOF-MS peptide maps. Thus, as shown in Figure 2, the peptides
observed in the digest of the unmodified proteins are subtracted
from the peptide map of the cross-linked species. The peptides
observed from incubation of the individual interacting proteins

Fig. 1. Analytical strategy for chemical cross-linking with thiol-cleavable reagents~e.g., DTSSP! and differential peptide mapping by
MALDI-TOF-MS. Noncovalently associated protein complexes are incubated with the cross-linking reagent to form a stable covalent
complex. The complex is proteolytically digested and the peptides analyzed by MALDI-MS. The same peptide digest is incubated with
a thiol-reagent~e.g., DTT! and reanalyzed by MALDI-MS. Peptide maps obtained prior to, and following reduction of the thiol-linker
are compared. Peptides that are not observed in the spectrum following reduction are assigned as putative cross-links. Confirmation
of the cross-link is obtained if the reduced peptide halves are observed after reduction.
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with the cross-linker~i.e., surface-labeled but not cross-linked! are
also subtracted. The remaining peptides are assigned as putatively
cross-linked peptides. Confirmation of the assignment is achieved
by treatment of the digest with a thiol reagent. By following this
protocol, complex MALDI-TOF-MS peptide maps are easily re-
duced to a simpler data set that can be readily interpreted and
cross-linked peptides identified.

We present here a combined method for investigating the inter-
molecular contact regions between interacting proteins using the
thiol-cleavable cross-linker 3,39-dithio-bis~succinimidylproprionate!
~DTSSP! ~Lomant & Fairbanks, 1976!. DTSSP is a water-soluble,
homo-bifunctional, thiol-cleavableN-hydroxysuccinimide ester that
reacts rapidly and specifically with primary amines~E-amino group
of lysine residues and N-terminala-amino group! to form covalent
cross-links with the concomitant release ofN-hydroxysuccinimide
~Fig. 3!. The cross-linker has a spacer distance that enables cross-
linking of amino groups up to 12 Å apart. The successful incor-
poration of a DTSSP-generated intermolecular or intramolecular
cross-link increases the~average! mass of the protein~or protein
complex! by 174.24 Da~Fig. 3, reactions 1 and 3!. If a lysine
residue is not located in the vicinity of the unconjugated end of a
cross-linker, hydrolysis of the second moiety is inherent. Such a
modification increases the~average! mass of the protein by 192.26
Da and provides additional structural information on the surface
accessibility of the lysine residues~Fig. 3, reaction 4!. After re-
duction of the cross-linker thiol group, the intermolecular link
yields two now-separated components each with the reduced form
of the linker ~average mass increment of 88.130 Da!. The intra-
molecular cross-link yields two reduced linker halves on the same
molecule, and the hydrolyzed moiety results in a single reduced
linker. In addition to amine acylation, a minor reaction can occur
in which free thiol groups in the protein can be reversibly modified
by disulfide interchange with the cross-linker~Fig. 3, reaction 2!.
Modification increases the~average! mass of the protein by
104.13 Da, but following reduction the protein reverts to the un-
modified mass~i.e., no mass increment is evident!.

Proteins

The strategy outlined above was used to~1! probe the intermolec-
ular contact region between monomers of the homodimeric DNA-
binding protein ParR and~2! characterize the interaction between
the glycoproteins CD28 and CD80.

The homodimeric DNA-binding protein ParR

The ParR protein is a 13.3 kDa DNA-binding protein that exists
exclusively in solution as a dimer~M. Dam & K. Gerdes, unpubl.
obs.!, and plays an integral role in the in the segregation~or par-
titioning! of newly replicated bacterial plasmids during cell divi-
sion ~Jensen et al., 1998!. No X-ray crystallography or molecular
modeling data are available for the ParR dimer. Nonetheless, the
propensity of ParR monomers to form dimers is an attractive and
simple model system to assess the feasibility of protein cross-
linking combined with differential MALDI-MS peptide mapping
to investigate the three-dimensional structure of a protein complex.
More specifically, it is envisaged that with this approach the re-
gion~s! of the ParR monomers that are actively involved in the
protein–protein interaction to form the dimeric species will be
identified.

Glycoproteins CD28 and CD80

The CD80 ~B7-1! ligand is expressed on antigen-presenting
cells, whereas the expression of its receptor CD28 is restricted to
T-lymphocytes. The interaction between these cell–surface pro-
teins complement signaling through the T-cell receptor and con-
stitute the dominant costimulatory pathway of the immune response.
This interaction is essential for achieving full T-cell proliferation
and activation~Greenfield et al., 1998!. CD28 and CD80 are type
I membrane-bound receptors and are members of the immunoglob-
ulin superfamily. The extracellular region of CD80 is a glycopro-
tein ~Mr ; 45 kDa! with eight consensus sites forN-linked
glycosylation. It contains an Ig variable-like~IgV ! and an Ig
constant-like~IgC2! domain. The extracellular domain of CD28 is
also a glycoprotein~two chain disulfide-linked homodimer, mo-
nomeric Mr ; 35 kDa!, with five consensus sites forN-linked
glycosylation per monomer. Both chains are composed of a single
IgV domain that mediates binding to CD80. The three-dimensional
structure of the homologous receptor CTLA-4~CD152!, with ;30%
sequence identity, was recently solved~Metzler et al., 1997!. The
noncovalent interaction between recombinant fusion constructs of
human CD28 and CD80 was studied using the method and strategy
outlined above.

Results and discussion

Homodimeric DNA-binding protein ParR

Analysis of intact ParR dimers by MALDI-MS and SDS-PAGE

ParR dimers were chemically cross-linked in solution with DTSSP
at molar ratios of protein to cross-linking agent ranging from an
equimolar to a 50-fold molar excess. The cross-linking reactions
were monitored by MALDI-TOF-MS and nonreducing 1D-SDS-
PAGE prior to and following reduction of the thiol linker~Fig. 4!.
The presence of the intact ParR dimer~Mr ; 27 kDa! and quan-
titative reduction to the monomeric form were confirmed by both
techniques. A total of 0.75–1 nmol ParR was used to optimize the
cross-linking conditions. Illustrated in Figure 4A–C are the MALDI-

Fig. 2. Flow diagram showing how complicated MALDI-MS peptide maps
obtained from cross-linking experiments can be reduced to a simpler data
set to facilitate interpretation. The peptide masses from the unmodified
proteins are subtracted from the peptide maps of the cross-linked proteins.
The peptide masses of the proteins incubated alone with the cross-linker
~i.e., surface-labeled proteins! are subtracted from the remaining peptide
signals. The final peptides are assessed for putative cross-links. Confirma-
tion is obtained if the peptide signal is not observed after reduction, and
peptide signals corresponding to the reduced halves of the assigned cross-
link are evident.
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TOF mass spectra of the native ParR monomer~Fig. 4A!, the ParR
dimer cross-linked with DTSSP at a molar ratio of protein to
cross-linker of 1 to 10~Fig. 4B! and the cross-linked ParR dimer
reduced by DTT~Fig. 4C!. Shown inset in Figure 4A is the 1D-
SDS-PAGE obtained by cross-linking ParR dimers at molar ratios
of 1 to 1, 1 to 10, and 1 to 50, in the absence~lanes 3–5! and
presence~lanes 7–9! of a thiol reagent. Lanes 2 and 6 are unmod-
ified ParR6 thiol reagent. Cross-linking of ParR monomers was
observed at molar ratios of protein to linker of 1 to 10 or greater.
At a molar concentration of ParR to reagent below 1 to 10, dimer
formation was incomplete~e.g., lane 3!. In Figure 4A, the pre-
dominant molecular species is the@ParR1H# 1 ion. In addition,
there is a small contribution from the@ParR1ParR1H# 1 ion. This
presumably represents formation of a dimeric species during the
MALDI ionization process rather than conservation of the ParR
dimer from solution. The important point to note from the spec-
trum is that the proportion of dimer is markedly reduced compared
to the contribution from the singly charged monomer. Following
cross-linking of the dimer in solution, the major ion is now the
ParR dimer@ParR1linker1ParR1H# 1 ~Fig. 4B!. The doubly

charged@ParR1linker1ParR12H# 21 ion is also evident. The mo-
lecular ions in the spectrum are particularly broad. The combina-
tion of intra- and intermolecular cross-links; surface modification
by hydrolyzed cross-linkers; and disulfide interchange of the cross-
linker with cysteine residues all contribute to the heterogeneity of
the ParR dimer. The resolution of linear mode MALDI-TOF-MS
does not allow the various modifications to be observed, and thus
an average mass is obtained. Nonetheless, it is apparent from this
spectrum that cross-linking of the ParR monomers in solution to
form a stable dimeric species was accomplished. MALDI-MS analy-
sis of protein subunits linked by a reagent containing a disulfide
bridge must be performed using DHB as a matrix. Matrix-induced
fragmentation is reduced and the disulfide link is not cleaved dur-
ing the MALDI process. Analysis of the same sample with sinapic
acid resulted in fragmentation of the cross-linked dimer, and only
the monomer was observed. The predominant molecular species
following reduction of intra- and intermolecular cross-links and
hydrolyzed cross-linker by DTT~Fig. 4C! is the@ParR1H# 1 ion,
as was observed in Figure 4A. Again, there is a small contribution
from the@ParR1ParR1H# 1 ion. The implication from this is that

Fig. 3. Modification of a protein complex under physiological conditions with 3,39-dithio-bis@sulfosuccinimidyl-propionate# ~DTSSP!.
Three major reaction pathways are possible:~1! the cross-linker reacts with lysine residues on both of the interacting proteins to form
the desired intermolecular cross-link;~2! the cross-linker reacts with two lysine residues within the same molecule to form an
intramolecular cross-link; and~3! the complex reacts with the cross-linker, but no lysine residue is available to form the cross-link and
the unconjugated end of the cross-linker hydrolyzes. Treatment of all three species with a thiol reagent results in the cleavage of the
disulfide bridge. The intermolecularly cross-linked proteins are now separated, and each has a single addition of the reduced form of
the cross-linker; the intramolecularly cross-linked species has two additions of the reduced cross-linker and the hydrolyzed moiety is
converted to the reduced form. In addition to the major pathways, there is a minor reaction~2! in which the disulfide component of
the cross-linker interchanges with cysteine residues in the protein. Following reduction, the modification is removed and no mass
increment is observed on the protein.
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a stable covalently linked ParR dimer is no longer present, but has
been exclusively converted to the monomer~also evident in Fig. 4A
inset, lanes 7–9!. The major difference between Figures 4A and 4C
is that the ParR monomer is now modified. The heterogeneous
ParR dimer is converted into a surface-labeled homogeneous mono-
mer with three to eight modifications~discussed in detail below! as
observed by mass increments of;88 Da~shown inset!. The data
from the cross-linking of the intact ParR monomers are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Tryptic digestion of cross-linked ParR dimers
and differential MALDI-MS peptide mapping

ParR dimers cross-linked with a 50-fold excess of DTSSP were
digested in solution by trypsin, and the resultant peptides analyzed
by MALDI-TOF-MS prior to and following reduction by DTT
~Figs. 5A and 5B, respectively!. The data obtained from differen-
tial peptide mapping revealed the presence of a single intermolec-
ular cross-link and two intramolecular cross-links. Intermolecular
cross-links are defined as links formed between peptides in differ-
ent monomers. Intramolecular cross-links are defined as cross-
links formed within the same monomer, or more specifically, the
same peptide. An important issue to bear in mind when cross-
linking homodimeric complexes is that it can be difficult to un-
equivocally ascertain if an observed cross-link has formed between
two different regions of the same protein molecule, or between two
different regions of twodifferent molecules. Nonetheless, if the

presence of the intact cross-linked dimer has been confirmed by
SDS-PAGE and0or MALDI-MS and sequence coverage is high~as
is the case in this investigation, see below!, then ions correspond-

Fig. 4. MALDI-TOF mass spectra of~A! unmodified ParR,~B! ParR dimers cross-linked in solution with DTSSP at a molar ratio of
protein to cross-linker of 1 to 10, and~C! cross-linked ParR dimers reduced with DTT. Shown inset inC is a magnification of the singly
charged ion after reduction with DTT. The number of modifications on the ParR monomer range from three to eight additions of the
reduced form of the DTSSP cross-linker, as evidenced by the average mass increments of;88 Da. Shown inset inA is the nonreducing
1D-SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoretic characterization of the ParR dimers cross-linked with DTSSP. Lane 1, low-molecular-mass
protein markers~carbonic anhydrase, trypsin inhibitor, hen egg-white lysozyme and aprotinin!; Lane 2, unmodified ParR; Lane 3,
ParR:DTSSP~1:1!; Lane 4, ParR:DTSSP~1:10!; Lane 5, ParR:DTSSP~1:50!; Lane 6, reduced unmodified ParR; Lane 7, reduced
ParR:DTSSP~1:1!; Lane 8, reduced ParR:DTSSP~1:10!; Lane 9, reduced ParR:DTSSP~1:50!. The proteins were visualized by silver
staining. Matrix forA andC: SA. Matrix for B: DHB. ~Note: MALDI-MS analysis of protein subunits linked by a reagent containing
a disulfide bridge must be performed using DHB as a matrix. Matrix-induced fragmentation is reduced and the disulfide link is not
cleaved during the MALDI process!. Accelerating voltage: 25 keV.

Table 1. Expected and observed average [M1H] 1 value
for the ParR monomer and the observed [M1H] 1

value for the DTSSP-cross-linked ParR dimera

Observed mass
@M1H# 1

Expected mass
@M1H# 1

ParR monomer 13,326 13,326
Crosslinked ParR dimer 27,896 —
ParR monomer1 1 reduced DTSSP Not observed 13,414

1 2 reduced DTSSP Not observed 13,503
1 3 reduced DTSSP 13,589 13,591
1 4 reduced DTSSP 13,676 13,679
1 5 reduced DTSSP 13,764 13,767
1 6 reduced DTSSP 13,853 13,855
1 7 reduced DTSSP 13,944 13,943
1 8 reduced DTSSP 14,034 14,031

aAn expected mass for the dimer could not be assigned due to the
combination of multiple cross-links and surface labels. Also included are
the average expected and observed@M1H# 1 values resulting from reduc-
tion of the cross-linked dimer.
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ing to intermolecularly cross-linked peptides can be assigned with
a high degree of certainty.

The molecular ion atm0z 3,509.4~m0zexp3,508.0! ~22, Fig. 5A!
corresponds in mass to an intact intermolecular cross-link between
peptide 6–21 from one monomer to peptide 104–114 from the
second monomer, plus the addition of a hydrolyzed DTSSP moiety.
Peptide 6–21 has one lysine residue~K11!, whereas peptide 104–
114 has two lysine residues available for modification~K109and
K110!. It is presumed that theE-amino group of the C-terminal
lysine residues~i.e., K21 and K114! are not altered by DTSSP, as it
is improbable that trypsin would cleave after the modified residue.
Following reduction, the peak atm0z 3,509.4 was no longer evi-
dent in the mass spectrum; however, a new peptide atm0z 1,947.8
~m0zexp 1,948.0! ~12, Fig. 5B! representing peptide 6–21 with a
reduced cross-linker modification was apparent. The peptide cor-
responding to residues 104–114 with two additions of the reduced
cross-linker~predictedm0z1,456.6! was not observed in the MALDI
mass spectrum. To confirm the presence of the peptide, the unsep-
arated digest was analyzed by quadrupole time-of-flight~Q-TOF!
ESI-MS-MS. The doubly charged ion atm0z728.50~m0zexp728.80!
was isolated by the quadrupole mass filter, collisionally activated
with argon and the fragment ions detected by the TOF analyzer.
The spectrum in Figure 6 shows they-ion series~Roepstorff &
Fohlman, 1984!, which confirmed the addition of the reduced

form of DTSSP to K109 and K110 in the sequence S104DEET
KKNAMK 114. The presence of the second half of the reduced
intermolecular cross-link in the tryptic digest was therefore un-
equivocally determined.

In addition to the intermolecular cross-link, there is evidence of
an intramolecular cross-link between theE-amino group of K4 and
the a-amino group of M1. The peptide atm0z 854.27 ~m0zexp

854.30! ~2, marked by ! corresponds in mass to peptide 1–5
~contains only one lysine residue! plus the addition of an intact
cross-link. Reduction of the peptide~2, Fig. 5B! resulted in a peak
at m0z 856.39 ~m0zexp 856.32!, 2.1200 Da greater in mass than
prior to DTT reduction, thereby confirming the intrapeptide link.
The cross-link was validated by the peptide atm0z 1,012.4~m0zexp

1,012.4! ~3, Fig. 5B!, which corresponds in mass to peptide 1–6
plus the addition of two reduced forms of the cross-linker~M1 and
K4!. The intact cross-link was not observed in Figure 5A atm0zexp

1,010.4, but was apparent in the nonreduced sample analyzed with
the matrix DHB ~Table 2!. A second intrapeptide cross-link is
evident in Figure 5A atm0z 3,406.6~m0zexp 3,406.9! ~20, marked
by !, which corresponds in mass to peptide 7–35~K11 and K21!.
Following reduction of the cross-linker, the peptide mass increased
to m0z 3,408.4~m0zexp 3,408.9!, again confirming the presence of
an intrapeptide cross-link. Two ions were evident in Figure 5A~18
and 23, marked byd! that correspond in mass to peptides 79–103

Fig. 5. MALDI-TOF-MS peptide map of ParR dimers cross-linked in solution by DTSSP at a molar ratio of protein to DTSSP of
1 to 50. Samples were digested overnight at 378C with 4% ~w0w! trypsin. Peptide map~A! prior to, and~B! following DTT reduction
of the thiol linker. Note in particular the disappearance of the peak atm0z 3,509.4~A! ~corresponds to an intermolecular cross-link
between peptide 6–21 and peptide 104–114 plus the addition of a hydrolyzed DTSSP moiety!, and the appearance of the peak atm0z
1,947.8~B! ~peptide 6–21 plus the addition of a reduced DTSSP moiety!. This suggests that peptides 6–21 and 104–114 were joined
by the cross-linker prior to DTT reduction. The ion corresponding to peptide 104–114 plus two additions of the reduced form of the
cross-linker~m0zexp 1,456.6! was not detected in the MALDI mass spectrum. Note also the peptide atm0z 854.27 ~A!, which
corresponds to an intramolecular cross-link formed between theE-amino group of K4 and the N-terminal amino group of M1.
Confirmation of this assignment was achieved by the disappearance of the signal atm0z 854.27, and the appearance of a new peptide
at m0z 856.39~B!. Unmodified peptides are not labeled;~ ! peptide plus an intrapeptide cross-link;~d! peptide plus a hydrolyzed
DTSSP moiety;~Ä! peptide plus a reduced DTSSP moiety;~n! peptide plus a disulfide-interchanged DTSSP moiety;~3! peptide plus
a fragmented DTSSP moiety and a fragmented disulfide-interchanged DTSSP moiety. Molecular ions from trypsin autoproteolysis
products and human cytoskeletal keratin are labeled T and K, respectively. Ion numbers are correlated with the data shown in Tables 2
and 3. Matrix: HCCA. Accelerating voltage: 20 keV.
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and 7–37 plus one addition of the hydrolyzed form of DTSSP
~monoisotopic mass increment 191.99 Da!. Confirmation of the
assignments was achieved following reduction. Both peptides with
the hydrolyzed moiety disappeared and reappeared in Figure 5B
with the reduced form of DTSSP~18 and 23, marked byÄ!.

Peptides containing a cysteine residue can be modified as a
result of disulfide interchange with the cross-linker~monoisotopic
mass increment of 103.99 Da!. As shown in Figure 5A, the pep-
tides atm0z 1,381.7 and 1,649.7~6 and 10, marked byn! corre-
spond to peptides 56–66 and 22–35, respectively, plus one addition
of the interchanged DTSSP. Both adducts disappeared following
reduction with a concomitant increase in relative abundance of the
unadducted peptides~5 and 8, Fig. 5B!.

It became apparent from the data in Figure 5A that the disulfide
bond located in the spacer region of the cross-linker in the non-
reduced sample is occasionally cleaved during the MALDI pro-
cess. The phenomenon of the disulfide bridge cleavage has been
previously observed and was attributed to prompt fragmentation or
“in-source decay”~Patterson & Katta, 1994!. These investigators
determined that the flight time of the “pseudomolecular” ions was
consistent with cleavage between the sulfur atoms of the cystinyl
residue; however, the mass accuracy was not sufficient to unequiv-
ocally determine whether the species produced by the fragmenta-
tion were protonated at the sulfydryl~–SH!. As a consequence of
improved mass accuracy, the present study revealed that the ions
produced by prompt fragmentation were not protonated at the sul-
fydryl, but yielded a radical ion~–S{!. Thus, modification of a
lysine residue by DTSSP followed by prompt fragmentation of the
disulfide bridge generated an intact peptide plus the addition of a
reduced form of the cross-linker less a hydrogen atom~Fig. 7A!.
Disulfide interchange of the cross-linker with the cysteine residues
followed by prompt fragmentation produced an intact peptide less
one hydrogen atom~Fig. 7B!. Upon reduction both the sulfur atom

of the cysteine residue and the cross-linker are protonated. The
mass of the cysteine-containing peptide is thereby restored; and the
mass of the lysine-containing peptide plus a fragmented DTSSP
moiety is reverted to the mass of the peptide plus a reduced form
of the cross-linker.

Ions 16, 17, and 19~marked with3! were attributed to peptides
56–78, 12–35, and 7–35, respectively. The observed masses for all
three peptides were;2 Da less than the expected masses consid-
ering modification with a reduced form of the cross-linker. The
assumption is that the peptides were modified at a lysine residue
by DTSSP and at the cysteine residue by disulfide interchange with
DTSSP and both disulfide links were fragmented in the MALDI-MS
source. Reduction of ion 16, 17, and 19~Fig. 5B, marked byÄ!
protonated both the fragmented sulfydryl residues to give peptides
containing one equivalent of the reduced form of the DTSSP
cross-linker.

Comparison of the intact ParR dimers vs. the tryptic digest

In the intact cross-linked and reduced ParR, 3–8 additions of the
reduced DTSSP moiety were evident~Fig. 4C!. The ParR mono-
mer has 10 potential sites for modification by DTSSP, i.e., nine
lysine residues and thea-amino group of the N-terminus. Nine
residues were partially modified as evidenced from the data from
the reduced tryptic digest of the cross-linked dimers~Fig. 5B;
Table 3!. Only K103 was not found modified by DTSSP. Therefore,
it is apparent that the eight modifications observed on the intact
reduced cross-linked ParR monomer~Fig. 4C! are distributed be-
tween nine residues. This is not beyond reason, as many investi-
gators have reported that the incorporation of a modifying group
into a protein can result in a population of different molecular
species with an equal number of modifying groups but located at
different positions~Zappacosta et al., 1997!.

Fig. 6. ESI-MS-MS spectrum of the doubly-charged ion atm0z 728.50. They-ion series corresponds to residues 104–114~SDEET
KKNAMK ! plus two additions of the reduced form of the DTSSP cross-linker~K109 and K110!. The presence of the peptide
unequivocally confirmed the intermolecular cross-link observed between peptides 6–21 and 104–114. Collision energy: 30 V.
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Table 2. Expected and observed [M1H] 1 values for the peptides generated from the tryptic digest of the DTSSP-cross-linked ParR dimer, in the absence of a reducing agenta

#
Observed mass

@M1H# 1
Expected mass

@M1H# 1
Residue

assignment Sequence assignment Modification Modified residues Matrix

2 854.27 854.30 1–5 MMDKR Intra-peptide cross-link M1-SS-K4 HCCA
1,010.1 1,010.4 1–6 MMDKRR Intra-peptide cross-link M1-SS-K4 DHB

4 1,119.6 1,119.7 41–51 AALTAGLALYR HCCA
5 1,277.6 1,277.7 56–66 TPFLLCELLTK HCCA
6 1,381.7 1,381.7 56–66 TPFLLCELLTK 1 3-DTSSP C61 HCCA
7 1,407.7 1,407.7 67–78 ETTFSDIVNILR HCCA
8 1,545.7 1,545.8 22–35 IVCDTLDSIPQGER HCCA

1,616.6 1,615.8 41–55 AALTAGLALYRQDPR DHB
10 1,649.7 1,649.8 22–35 IVCDTLDSIPQGER 1 3-DTSSP C61 HCCA

1,794.5 1,794.8 104–117 SDEETKKNAMKLIN Intrapeptide cross-link K1090110 or K1090114 or K1100114 DHB
1,813.0 1,812.8 104–117 SDEETKKNAMKLIN 1 h-DTSSP K109 or K110 or K114 DHB
1,895.1 1,895.9 7–21 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDK 1 h-DTSSP K11 DHB
1,985.8 1,986.8 104–117 SDEETKKNAMKLIN Intrapeptide cross-link1 h-DTSSP K109 & K 110 & K 114 DHB
1,998.7 1,999.1 38–55 LNRAALTAGLALYRQDPR DHB
2,243.5 2,244.0 84–103 EMADFNSSIVTQSSSQQEQK DHB

16 2,752.3 2,752.4 56–78 TPFLLCELLTKETTFSDIVNILR 1 f-3-DTSSP1 f-DTSSP C61 & K 66 HCCA
17 2,756.3 2,756.3 12–35 LNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGER 1 f-3-DTSSP1 f-DTSSP C24 & K 21 HCCA
18 3,008.2 3,008.3 79–103 SLFPKEMADFNSSIVTQSSSQQEQK 1 h-DTSSP K83 HCCA
19 3,318.4~av! 3,318.8~av! 7–35 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGER 1 f-3-DTSSP1 f-DTSSP C24 & K 11 or K21 HCCA
20 3,406.6~av! 3,406.9~av! 7–35 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGER Intrapeptide cross-link K11-SS-K21 HCCA
21 3,476.8~av! 3,475.9~av! 7–37 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGERSR HCCA
22 3,509.4~av! 3,508.0 (av) 6–211 104–114 RTIAFKLNPDVNQTDK 1 SDEETKKNAMK Intermolecular cross-link 1 hDTSSP K11-SS-K109 or K 110 HCCA
23 3,666.4~av! 3,668.2~av! 7–37 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGERSR 1 h-DTSSP K11 or K21 HCCA

aPeptide assignment and sequence are shown as are the modifications on the peptide and the modified residue~s!. All @M1H# 1 values are monoisotopic unless otherwise stated. The data in boldface were
the onlyintermolecular cross-link observed between the ParR monomers. The data shown in normal face are the ions observed using HCCA. The data shown in italics are theadditional ions that were observed
using DHB. ~-SS-! denotes the inclusion of a DTSSP cross-link;~h-DTSSP! peptide plus a hydrolyzed DTSSP moiety;~f-DTSSP! peptide plus a fragmented DTSSP moiety;~3-DTSSP! peptide plus a
disulfide-interchanged DTSSP moiety;~f-3-DTSSP! peptide plus a fragmented disulfide-interchanged DTSSP moiety;~av! average@M1H# 1.
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In addition to the peptide maps shown in Figure 5, the digests
were also analyzed with DHB~spectra not shown!. The results
from the tryptic digests prior to and following DTT reduction of
the thiol cross-linker with the two matrices are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3. Note that the data shown in normal face are the
ions observed using HCCA, and the data shown in italics are the
additional ions that were observed using DHB. The overall se-
quence coverage obtained from the peptide maps was 98%. The
data demonstrate that by combining chemical protein cross-linking
with differential MALDI-TOF-MS peptide mapping, the site of
interaction between monomers of the DNA binding protein ParR
can be postulated. The formation of a single intermolecular cross-
link between a lysine residue in the N-terminal region of one
monomer~i.e., K11! and a lysine residue in the C-terminal region
of the second monomer~i.e., K109 or K110! strongly supports a
“head-to-tail” arrangement between the interacting subunits of the
ParR dimer.

Receptor-fusion glycoproteins CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab

Analysis of intact CD28-CD80 heterodimers by SDS-PAGE

Picomole quantities of the receptor-fusion glycoproteins CD28-
IgG ~Mr glycosylated protein; 110 kDa! and CD80-Fab ~Mr gly-
cosylated protein; 90 kDa! were cross-linked in solution by
DTSSP, and the reactions monitored by nonreducing 1D-SDS-
PAGE. Under optimized conditions, i.e., at a molar ratio of CD28:
CD80:DTSSP of 1:2:10,000, DTSSP cross-linking of CD28-IgG

and CD80-Fab yielded a well-defined band at;200 kDa~Fig. 8,
lane 4!. Protein oligomerization or degradation were not observed.
The 200 kDa band represents a dimer yield of;30%. The semi-
quantification of modified vs. unmodified protein by staining of
protein bands in gels is often difficult, as cross-linked proteins
show a weaker adsorption of the dye than the noncross-linked
species~Leffak, 1983!. The heterodimer band was not observed
under reducing PAGE conditions, which confirmed that CD28-IgG
and CD80-Fab were covalently linked by DTSSP~data not shown!.
Western blot analysis revealed that the DTSSP-generated band was
recognized by antibodies against the fusion and receptor regions of
CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab, respectively, thereby verifying a func-
tional CD28-CD80 complex~data not shown!. Incubation of either
CD28-IgG or CD80-Fab with DTSSP did not yield cross-linked
homodimeric protein complexes, but rather DTSSP-modified~i.e.,
surface-labeled! derivatives of the receptor-fusion proteins. Ap-
proximately 0.5–1 nmol of each protein was used to obtain the
necessary conditions for optimal cross-linking of CD28 and CD80.

In situ tryptic digestion of cross-linked CD28-IgG
and CD80-Fab heterodimers and differential
MALDI-MS peptide mapping

The 200 kDa silver-stained CD28–CD80 heterodimeric band
~;100 ng protein! was excised and digested in situ with trypsin
~Shevchenko et al., 1996!. Aliquots from the extracted peptide
mixture were purified and concentrated according to an in-house
nanoscale purification procedure~Gobom et al., 1998! ~see Mate-
rials and methods!. The same sample preparation was used for the
protein bands from the unmodified CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab, and
the immunoreceptors individually incubated with DTSSP~no cross-
linked homodimers observed!. The peptide masses derived from
the tryptic digests of the unmodified and the DTSSP-labeled gly-
coprotein constructs~no cross-linking! were subtracted from the
peptide map of the digested CD28–CD80 heterodimer~as per Fig. 2!.
The remaining molecular ions in the spectrum of the complex were
assigned as DTSSP-cross-linked peptides. Confirmation of spe-
cific CD28–CD80 cross-links was achieved by the disappearance
of a peptide signal following reduction. In some instances, as-

Fig. 7. Prompt fragmentation of DTSSP-modified peptides by MALDI-
MS; ~A! modification of theE-amino group of a lysine residue by DTSSP,
followed by cleavage of the disulfide bond–monoisotopic massincrement
of 86.991 Da~c.f. 87.998 Da for the reduced form of DTSSP!; ~B! mod-
ification of a cysteine residue by disulfide interchange with DTSSP fol-
lowed by cleavage of the disulfide bond–monoisotopic massdecrementof
1.0078 Da.

Fig. 8. Nonreducing 1D-SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoretic charac-
terization of the recombinant receptor-fusion proteins CD28-IgG and CD80-
Fabcross-linked with DTSSP. Lane 1, high-molecular-mass protein markers
~myosin,b-galactosidase, phosphorylase b, bovine serum albumin and ov-
albumin!; Lane 2, unmodified CD28-IgG; Lane 3, unmodified CD80-Fab;
Lane 4, DTSSP-cross-linked heterodimer. The proteins were visualized by
silver staining. The 200 kDa DTSSP-cross-linked CD28-CD80 hetero-
dimer~marked by the arrow! was excised and digested in situ with trypsin.
The peptide mixture obtained was analyzed by MALDI-TOF-MS prior to
and following reduction of the thiol linker by DTT.
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Table 3. Expected and observed [M1H] 1 ions for the peptides generated from the tryptic digest of the DTSSP-cross-linked ParR dimer, in the presence of a reducing agenta

#
Observed mass

@M1H# 1
Expected mass

@M1H# 1
Residue

assignment Sequence assignment Modification Modified residues Matrix

1 768.28 768.31 1–5 MMDKR 1 r-DTSSP M1 or K4 HCCA
2 856.39 856.31 1–5 MMDKR 1 2 r-DTSSP M1 and K4 HCCA
3 1,012.4 1,012.4 1–6 MMDKRR 1 2 r-DTSSP M1 and K4 HCCA
4 1,119.6 1,119.7 41–51 AALTAGLALYR HCCA
5 1,277.7 1,277.7 56–66 TPFLLCELLTK HCCA
7 1,407.7 1,407.7 67–78 ETTFSDIVNILR HCCA
8 1,545.7 1,545.8 22–35 IVCDTLDSIPQGER HCCA
9 1,615.8 1,615.9 41–55 AALTAGLALYRQDPR HCCA

11 1,791.8 1,791.9 7–21 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDK 1 r-DTSSP K11 HCCA
1,796.4 1,796.8 104–117 SDEETKKNAMKLIN 1 2 r-DTSSP K1090110 or K1090114 or K1100114 DHB
1,885.0 1,884.8 104–117 SDEETKKNAMKLIN 1 3 r-DTSSP K109 & K 110 & K 114 DHB

12 1,947.8 1,948.0 6–21 RTIAFKLNPDVNQTDK 1 r-DTSSP K11 HCCA
13 1,998.8 1,999.1 38–55 LNRAALTAGLALYRQDPR HCCA
14 2,243.9 2,244.0 84–103 EMADFNSSIVTQSSSQQEQK HCCA
15 2,666.4 2,666.4 56–78 TPFLLCELLTKETTFSDIVNILR HCCA
16 2,754.4 2,754.4 56–78 TPFLLCELLTKETTFSDIVNILR 1 r-DTSSP K66 HCCA
17 2,758.1 2,758.3 12–35 LNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGER 1 r-DTSSP K21 HCCA
18 2,904.3 2,904.3 79–103 SLFPKEMADFNSSIVTQSSSQQEQK 1 r-DTSSP K83 HCCA
19 3,320.5~av! 3,320.8~av! 7–35 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGER 1 r-DTSSP K11 or K21 HCCA
20 3,408.4~av! 3,408.9~av! 7–35 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGER 1 2 r-DTSSP K11 and K21 HCCA
21 3,476.7~av! 3,475.9~av! 7–37 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGERSR HCCA
23 3,563.6~av! 3,564.0~av! 7–37 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGERSR 1 r-DTSSP K11 or K21 HCCA
24 3,650.7~av! 3,652.1~av! 7–37 TIAFKLNPDVNQTDKIVCDTLDSIPQGERSR 1 2 r-DTSSP K11 and K21 HCCA

aPeptide assignment and sequence are shown, as are the modifications on the peptide and the modified residue~s!. All @M1H# 1 values are monoisotopic unless otherwise stated. The data shown in normal
face are the ions observed using HCCA. The data shown in italics are theadditional ions that were observed using DHB.~r-DTSSP! peptide plus a reduced DTSSP moiety,~av! average@M1H# 1.
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signed cross-links were further confirmed by the appearance of
one, or both, of the peptides expected from reduction of the as-
signed cross-link.

Shown in Figures 9A and 9B are corresponding sections of the
spectra obtained from the tryptic digest of the CD28–CD80 het-
erodimeric band prior to and following reduction by DTT. The
peptide signal atm0z 1,508.7 ~m0zexp 1,508.8! ~Fig. 9A! corre-
sponds in mass to an intermolecular cross-link formed between
peptide 250–255 from CD28-IgG~i.e., K253! and peptide 336–340
from CD80-Fab ~i.e., K339!. Both lysine residues are located in the
fusion domain of CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab, respectively. Follow-
ing DTT reduction, the ion atm0z 1,508.7 was no longer observed
~Fig. 9B!. The peptides produced from reductive cleavage of the
cross-linker~m0zexp 765.41 andm0zexp 746.41, respectively! were
not detected, as peptides of mass below approximatelym0z 1,000
are often suppressed by matrix signals. Nonetheless, the disappear-
ance of a putatively assigned cross-link after thiol treatment is
highly indicative that the peptides were linked by the DTSSP
moiety. Throughout these analyses, the total sequence coverage
obtained for CD28 and CD80 was in the range of 75–80%.

Detailed analyses of the MALDI-MS peptide maps obtained
following in situ tryptic digestion of cross-linked CD28-IgG and
CD80-Fabrevealed the presence of numerous intermolecular cross-
links. The results from these experiments are summarized in Table 4
and Figure 10. The receptor region of CD28-IgG and CD80-Fabare
represented by the white and gray bars, respectively, and the fusion
proteins of both constructs by black bars. The position of the lysine
residues involved in intermolecular cross-links for both receptor-
fusion glycoproteins are as indicated. The residues in parentheses

indicate that a cross-link was observed, but the lysine residue
involved could not be assigned. The data were dominated by un-
expected but nonetheless specific interactions between the fusion
domain of CD28-IgG and the receptor domain of CD80-Fab. One
explanation for these interactions is that they are a result of a high
avidity association, rather than a low-affinity interaction with a
rapid kinetic dissociation rate. Surface plasmon resonance exper-
iments performed with a soluble form of CD80~sCD80! and CD28-
IgG have confirmed the validity of the latter point for the receptor–
receptor interaction~van der Merwe et al., 1997!. Cross-links
between the fusion domain of CD28-IgG and the fusion domain of
CD80-Fab were also evident, as were cross-links between the re-
ceptor and fusion domains of CD28-IgG, respectively, with the
C-terminal region of the fusion domain of CD80-Fab. An addi-
tional cross-link between the receptor domains of the glycopro-
teins was also apparent. The detection of numerous intermolecular
cross-links clearly demonstrates the utility of the methodological
approach to localize specific, albeit unexpected, sites of interaction
between the glycoprotein constructs CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab.

Conclusion

The data presented here demonstrate that the combination of chem-
ical cross-linking with differential MALDI-MS peptide mapping
can indicate which region~s! of the protein molecules interact and
provide evidence concerning the spatial arrangement of the com-
ponents in the noncovalent complex. The ParR study showed that
the combined approach of chemical cross-linking with MALDI-MS
enabled postulation of a model concerning the orientation of the

Fig. 9. MALDI-TOF-MS peptide map of CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab cross-linked in solution by DTSSP, characterized by 1D-SDS-
PAGE, and digested in situ by trypsin~A! prior to and~B! following DTT reduction of the thiol linker. The labeled peptide atm0z
1,508.7 is attributed to an interaction between the fusion domain of CD28-IgG with the fusion domain of CD80-Fab. The peptides from
the putatively assigned cross-link was not observed after treatment with DTT~B!. Molecular ions from tryptic peptides of unmodified
CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab are labeledA and B, respectively,~d! peptide plus a hydrolyzed DTSSP moiety,~ ! peptide plus an
intrapeptide cross-link. Molecular ions from matrix signals and human cytoskeletal keratin are labeledM andK , respectively. Matrix:
HCCA. Accelerating voltage: 20 keV.
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Table 4. Expected and observed [M1H] 1 ions for the DTSSP-cross-linked CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab tryptic peptidesa

Residue assignment Sequence assignment Cross-linked residuesObserved
mass
@M1H# 1

Expected
mass

@M1H# 1 CD28 CD80 CD28 CD80 Modification CD28 CD80

1,508.7 1,508.8 250–255 336–340 TISKTK LELKR 253 339
1,815.7 1,815.9 110–120 660–663 SNGTIIHVKGK VDKK 118 662
2,283.0 2,283.2 250–259 30–36 TISKTKGRPK IYWQKEK 253 or 255 34
2,383.9 2,383.2 110–120 87–94 SNGTIIHVKGK YEKDAFKR 118 89 or 93
2,618.3 2,618.3 260–277 35–37 APQVYTIPPPKEQMAKDK EKK 270 or 275 36
2,631.0~av! 2,631.2~av! 260–275 336–340 APQVYTIPPPKEQMAK LELKR 270 339
2,721.3 2,721.4 164–183 35–37 DVLTITLTPKVTCVVVDISK EKK 173 36
2,737.6~av! 2,737.3~av! 1–6 263–277 NKILVK NYLTWYQQKPGQPPK 2 271
2,741.1 2,741.3 236–253 90–94 CRVNSAAFPAPIEKTISK DAFKR 249 93
2,750.7~av! 2,750.2~av! 238–253 375–381 VNSAAFPAPIEKTISK DINVKWK 249 379
2,764.9~av! 2,765.3~av! 236–253 336–340 CRVNSAAFPAPIEKTISK LELKR 249 339
2,927.0~av! 2,927.6~av! 260–275 660–667 APQVYTIPPPKEQMAK VDKKIVPR 270 662 or 663
3,298.3~av! 3,298.0~av! 254–270 I–9 TKGRPKAPQVYTIPPPK VIHVTKEVK 1 hDTSSP 255 or 259 6
3,314.0~av! 3,314.0~av! 256–275 375–381 GRPKAPQVYTIPPPKEQMAK DINVKWK 259 or 270 379
3,340.1~av! 3,341.0~av! 271–277 38–56 EQMAKDK MVLTMMSGDMNIWPEYKNR 275 54
3,387.1~av! 3,386.7~av! 250–255 191–211 TISKTK VNQTFNWNTTKQEHFPDNSAR 253 201
5,330.3~av! 5,330.4~av! 217–237 37–56 SVSELPIMHQDWLNGKEFKCR KMVLTMMSGDMNIWPEYKNR 1 hDTSSP 232 and 235 54
5,346.6~av! 5,347.1~av! 256–270 485–513 GRPKAPQVYTIPPPK QRPGQGLEWIGNIYPSYIYTNYNQEFKDK 259 511

aPeptide assignment and sequence are shown as are the modified lysine residues.@M1H# 1 values are monoisotopic unless otherwise stated.~h-DTSSP! peptide plus a hydrolyzed DTSSP moiety;~av!
average@M1H# 1.
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monomers of the protein in the dimeric species. Using the same
method, the glycoprotein study revealed that specific interactions
exist between the CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab constructs. In partic-
ular, numerous interactions between the fusion domain of CD28-
IgG and the receptor domain of CD80-Fab were evident. The study
illustrates possible pitfalls in mimicking protein interactions based
exclusively on fusion constructs. To overcome this problem, the
binding contribution from the IgG fusion domain may be reduced
by immobilizing the glycoprotein constructs~P. Sørensen, A. Rosén,
V. Avery, M. Kussmann, K.L. Bennett, M. Norin, P. Roepstorff, &
P. Björk, unpubl. obs.!. An alternative approach would be to in-
troduce a cleavage site~e.g., thrombin! between the receptor and
the fusion domain to reduce interference of the fusion regions with
the receptor–receptor interaction.

Current limitations of protein cross-linking and differential pep-
tide mapping are~1! possible steric hindrance of the cross-linking
reaction and~2! ion suppression in MALDI-TOF-MS analysis of
peptide mixtures. Furthermore, assaying the conservation of the
structure of the protein complex after cross-linking remains diffi-
cult. To overcome MALDI-MS suppression effects the supplemen-
tation of our strategy by simultaneous liquid chromatography
separation and mass spectrometry analysis~LC-MS! of proteolyt-
ically digested cross-linked proteins is envisaged. Further analysis
of putatively cross-linked peptides by tandem mass spectrometry
~MS-MS!, as initiated in this study, will localize and confirm cross-
linked residues. This is particularly important when there are no
enzymatic cleavage sites between potentially modified residues. In
addition, methods employing affinity-isolation of cross-linked pep-
tides are the subject of continuing studies. This will not only de-
crease the problems associated with peptide signal suppression in
the MALDI-MS spectra, but will also eliminate the need to reduce
complex MALDI-TOF-MS peptide maps to a simpler data set.

In conclusion, the data presented here reveal that protein cross-
linking and mass spectrometry provides a means to map function-
ally interacting epitopes of protein complexes. The utility of
combining native PAGE with mass spectrometry has been demon-
strated as a novel approach for compositional analysis of the splice-
osome~Neubauer et al., 1998!. By integrating the techniques of
PAGE and chemical cross-linking with mass spectrometry, the po-

tential of determining near-neighbor contacts in multicomponent
systems is clearly evident and represents the next development
in furthering our understanding of protein structure–function
relationships.

Materials and methods

Recombinant proteins

ParR dimers were produced and purified by Marie Mikkelsen,
Department of Molecular Biology, University of Southern Den-
mark, Odense M, Denmark.

Receptor-fusion constructs of CD28 and CD80 were provided
by Research, Pharmacia & Upjohn AB, Stockholm, Sweden. CD28-
IgG and CD80-Fab were expressed in adherent CHO and HEK 293
cells, respectively. CD28-IgG was purified by affinity chromatog-
raphy on Protein A Sepharose 4 FF~Amersham Pharmacia Bio-
tech, Uppsala, Sweden! followed by gel filtration on Superdex 200
pg ~Amersham Pharmacia Biotech!. CD80-Fab was purified by gel
filtration followed by affinity chromatography on Protein G Sepha-
rose 4 FF~Amersham Pharmacia Biotech!.

Chemicals

3,39-Dithio-bis@sulfosuccinimidyl-propionate# ~DTSSP! ~Pierce,
Rockford, Illinois!.

The homodimeric DNA-binding protein ParR

Protein cross-linking

ParR dimers were dissolved in 20 mM PBS, pH 7.5 at a con-
centration of 0.1 mg0mL. DTSSP was dissolved in 20 mM PBS,
pH 7.5 at a concentration of 10 mg0mL. The DTSSP was added to
the ParR dimers and incubated at ambient temperature for 30 min.
Cross-linked samples were not quenched with, for example, Tris or
glycine buffers as removal of excess reagent was achieved by
desalting the sample after modification.

Fig. 10. Summary of the DTSSP cross-links formed between CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab in solution. The numbers represent the position
in the protein sequence of the lysine residues involved in the formation of intermolecular cross-links. The residues in parentheses
indicate the formation of an intermolecular cross-link but the lysine residue involved could not be assigned. The data revealed
significant but largely unexpected interactions between the receptor region of CD80-IgG and the fusion region of CD28-Fab. Gray,
CD28 receptor; white, CD80 receptor; black, IgG and Fab fusion proteins, respectively.
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Tryptic digestion and DTT reduction

Twenty microliters of 2 M urea, 0.1 mM NH4HCO3, pH 8.3
were added to the cross-linked ParR dimers. Modified porcine
trypsin ~Promega Corp., Madison, Wisconsin! was added to 4%
~w0w! and the samples digested overnight at 378C. Digested sam-
ples were divided into two equal portions and one-half of the
digest incubated in 50 mM DTT for 30 min at 378C to reduce the
thiol linker.

SDS-PAGE

Cross-linked ParR dimers were analyzed by nonreducing and
reducing 1D-SDS-PAGE~15% polyacrylamide! according to the
method of Laemmli~1970!. Carbonic anhydrase~Mr 31,000!, tryp-
sin inhibitor ~Mr 21,500!, hen egg-white lysozyme~Mr 14,400!,
and aprotinin~Mr 6,500! were used as molecular weight markers.
Protein bands were visualized by silver staining, and gels were
scanned using a ScanJet IIcx~Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia! gel scanner.

Receptor-fusion glycoproteins CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab

Protein cross-linking

To form the noncovalent complex, a 50mL solution of CD28-
IgG ~100 nM in 20 mM PBS! and CD80-Fab ~200 nM in 20 mM
PBS! was preincubated at ambient temperature for 30 min. Five
microliters of freshly prepared DTSSP~10 mM in 20 mM PBS!
was added to the protein solution and incubated for a further
30 min. The reaction was quenched by the addition of 2.5mL 1 M
Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 and incubation for 15 min.

SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis

The homogeneity and identity of the CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab

recombinant fusion proteins were determined using 1D-SDS-
PAGE and Western blotting. The identity of CD28-IgG and CD80-
Fab was confirmed by estimating the molecular mass of the
Coomassie-stained bands in the gel by comparison with the mo-
lecular mass markers. Identified bands were blotted onto nitrocel-
lulose membranes and detected with antibodies specific for CD28
or CD80, and the respective immunoglobulin tags. The homogene-
ity of the fusion proteins was assessed by scanning the Coomassie-
stained gels using an ImageMaster DTS~Pharmacia LKB, Uppsala,
Sweden! and was determined as.95% in both cases. Cross-
linked proteins were analyzed by nonreducing and reducing 1D-
SDS-PAGE ~7.5% polyacrylamide! ~Laemmli, 1970!. Myosin
~Mr 200,000!, b-galactosidase~Mr 116,250!, phosphorylase b~Mr

97,400!, bovine serum albumin~Mr 66,200! and ovalbumin~Mr

45,000! were used as molecular mass markers. Protein bands were
visualized by silver staining, and gels were scanned using a Scan-
Jet IIcx ~Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California! gel scanner. The
CD28–CD80 heterodimeric band was characterized by Western
blot analysis~according to standard protocols! with antibodies
against the fusion and the receptor region of CD28-IgG and
CD80-Fab.

In situ tryptic digestion and DTT reduction

The 200 kDa silver-stained band was excised and digested in
situ with modified porcine trypsin~Promega Corp., Madison, Wis-
consin! according to the method of Shevchenko et al.~1996! with
the following modifications. The supernatant from the in situ di-
gest was pooled with the fraction obtained after peptide extraction.

Digested samples were lyophilized in a Speed Vac~Savant, Farm-
ingdale, New York!, redissolved in;5 mL 2% formic acid, and
divided into two equal portions. Sodium phosphate buffer~7.5mL
200 mM!, pH 8.5 was added to one-half of the digest, and incu-
bated in 100 mM DTT for 30 min at 378C to reduce the thiol
linker.

Mass spectrometry

MALDI-MS matrices

4-Hydroxy-a-cyano-cinnamic acid~HCCA! ~Sigma Pty. Ltd.,
St. Louis, Missouri!, sinapic acid~SA! ~Fluka Chemicals, Buchs,
Switzerland!, 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid~DHB! ~Hewlett-Packard,
Palo Alto, California!.

Preparation of MALDI-MS matrices

The tryptic digests of the DTSSP-cross-linked ParR dimers were
analyzed with HCCA~10 mg0mL! dissolved in 70% aqueous ace-
tonitrile, 0.1% TFA, and the tryptic digests of DTSSP-cross-linked
CD28-IgG and CD80-Fab were analyzed with a saturated solution
of HCCA in 45% aqueous acetonitrile, 0.1% TFA, or DHB dis-
solved in 30% aqueous acetonitrile, 0.1% TFA. Prior to use, 100mL
DHB was lyophilized in a Speed Vac~Savant, Farmingdale, New
York! to remove all traces of organic solvent and redissolved in an
equal volume of 30% aqueous acetonitrile, 0.1% TFA. Unmodified
ParR dimers were analyzed with SA~20mg0mL! dissolved in 70%
aqueous acetonitrile, 0.1% TFA; and DTSSP-cross-linked ParR
dimers were analyzed with DHB dissolved in 30% aqueous ace-
tonitrile, 0.1% TFA.

Preparation of MALDI-MS samples

Prior to MALDI-MS analysis, all ParR protein and peptide sam-
ples were desalted and concentrated on disposable microcolumns
~Gobom et al., 1997! packed with POROS R2 50~protein! or
POROS R2 20~peptides! reverse-phase media~PerSeptive Bio-
systems, Cambridge, Massachusetts!. Peptide samples from the in
situ digests were desalted and concentrated on disposable nano-
columns~volume ; 100 nL! ~Gobom et al., 1998! packed with
POROS R2 10 reverse-phase media~PerSeptive Biosystems, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts!. The peptides bound to the reverse-phase
media were washed with 10mL 0.1% TFA, and eluted onto the
MALDI-MS target with matrix solution~two to three droplets of
;100 nL!.

Preparation of ESI-MS samples

Prior to ESI-MS analysis, the ParR peptide digest was desalted
and concentrated on a disposable microcolumn~Gobom et al., 1997!
packed with POROS R2 20 reverse-phase media~PerSeptive Bio-
systems, Cambridge, Massachusetts!. The bound peptides were
washed with 10–20mL 1% formic acid and eluted into precoated
borosilicate nanoelectrospray needles~MDS Protana A0S, Odense,
Denmark! with 1–2 mL 50% aqueous MeOH, 1% formic acid.

MALDI-TOF-MS analyses

Mass spectra were recorded on a Voyager Elite MALDI reflector
time-of-flight ~MALDI-RE-TOF! mass spectrometer~PerSeptive
Biosystems, Cambridge, Massachusetts! equipped with a 337 nm
nitrogen laser and a delayed-extraction ion source. Positively charged
ions were analyzed in reflector and linear mode. For the MALDI-
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TOF-MS analysis of the ParR protein and ParR tryptic digests, half
a microliter of desalted sample was mixed with an equal volume of
matrix solution and deposited onto the stainless steel MALDI tar-
get. Cocrystallization of the matrix and sample occurred at ambient
temperature~Kussmann et al., 1997!. Spectra were acquired as the
sum of ions generated by irradiation of the sample with 64 to 128
laser shots. An acceleration voltage of 20–25 keV in linear mode
was applied for analysis of the intact ParR protein. All peptide
analyses were performed in reflector mode with an acceleration
voltage of 20 kV. External calibration for ParR was accomplished
using the average masses of unmodified ParR protein monomer.
Internal calibration for digests of the cross-linked ParR dimer and
the CD28–CD80 heterodimer were achieved using the known mono-
isotopic masses of specified tryptic fragments of the proteins.

ESI-Q-TOF-MS-MS analyses

Electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry~ESI-MS-MS!
was performed using a quadrupole time-of-flight~Q-TOF! mass
spectrometer~Micromass, Wythenshawe, United Kingdom!
equipped with an atmospheric nanoelectrospray ionization source.
Optimal transmission of the ion beam into the mass spectrometer
was achieved via a hexapole transfer lens. The source temperature
was 408C, and a N2 gas flow rate of 50 L0h was used to desolvate
the charged droplets produced in the source. A voltage of 55 V was
applied to the cone and remained unaltered during the analysis.
Without applied N2 back pressure, the capillary needle containing
the desalted peptide mixture was opened by gently breaking the tip
on the metal face of the cone. Once flow was initiated~;10–30
nL0min!, a potential of 800 V was applied to the capillary and the
back pressure was adjusted to produce a stable spray~;5–6 psi!.
A quadrupole analyzer was used to select the doubly charged pre-
cursor ion for fragmentation in the hexapole collision cell. Reso-
lution in the quadrupole was set to a minimum to allow maximum
transmission of the ion beam into the collision cell but preventing
transmission of contaminating ions. The collision gas was argon at
a pressure of;6 3 10 5 mbar and a collision energy of 30 V was
used to fragment the precursor ions. Product ions were analyzed
using an orthogonal reflector TOF analyzer, a microchannel plate,
and a time-to-digital~TDC! converter. Product-ion spectra were
recorded in positive-ion mode fromm0z 50–2,000, and the signal
was accumulated over 50–100 scans in the continuum acquisition
mode. The acquisition of the data was performed on a MassLynx
Windows NT PC data system. External calibration was achieved
using a multipoint calibration with NaI~1 mg0mL in 50% aqueous
isopropanol!. The mass accuracy for tandem MS experiments was
within 0.05m0z units.

Data analyses

MALDI mass spectra were processed using the GRAMS0386 soft-
ware ~Galactica Industries Corp., Salem, New Hampshire! and
peptide mapping data evaluated with the General Peptide Mass
Analysis for Windows~GPMAW! software, Version 3.12~Light-
house Data, Odense, Denmark!. The introduction of user-defined
protein modifications and cross-links aided analysis of complex
MALDI-MS digest spectra, i.e., the mass increments for the re-
duced and hydrolyzed forms of DTSSP and for the intra- and
intermolecular cross-links~see Fig. 3! were defined and assigned
to lysine residues. The GPMAW program compared experimen-
tally obtained peptide maps with predicted proteolytic digests and

assigned molecular ions in the peptide map to unmodified, cross-
linked, and surface-labeled peptides of the protein of interest. ESI-
MS-MS spectra were analyzed using the BioLynx function of the
MassLynx Version 3.2 Build 004 software~Micromass, Wythen-
shawe, United Kingdom!.
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